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Introduction 
Cross-border payments are at the heart of the international monetary system (IMS). They enable the 
exchange of goods and services between nations, the settlement of financial contracts between corporations 
across borders and the channeling of international aid. By facilitating cross-border transactions, the IMS is the 
backbone of globalization in trade and finance. 
 
The currency configuration for cross-border payments is dominated by the U.S. dollar and the euro. 
While there are more than 150 currencies in the world that are deemed legal tender, cross-border payments 
mainly concentrate in a small number of currencies. As of end 2021, the U.S. dollar accounted for about 40 
percent of cross-border Swift flows, followed closely by the euro. A few other currencies, the British pound, the 
Japanese yen, the Australian dollar, the Hong Kong dollar, and the Canadian dollar, also have a share of more 
than 1 percent. The Chinese renminbi (RMB), the only reserve currency issued by an emerging market,1 has 
also gained traction in recent years with its share rising to about 2.5 percent.  
 
The payment landscape is closely interrelated with other facets of the IMS. Money performs three distinct 
functions, as a medium of exchange, a unit of account, and a store of value. The U.S. dollar usually plays a 
vehicle currency role in trade invoicing, pricing of financial assets, and central bank reserves. This is because a 
currency’s role as a unit of account for invoicing decisions is complementary to its use as a safe store of value, 
and this complementarity can lead to the emergence of a single dominant currency in trade invoicing and global 
banking (Gopinath and Stein, 2021). The dominant currency paradigm has recently come to the forefront of 
policy debate, raising questions on the benefits of exchange rate flexibility for external adjustment (Gopinath et 
al, 2020; Adler et al, 2020). 
 
Historically the IMS has undergone profound but slow transformations. In the past two hundred years, the 
IMS has transitioned from the sterling dominance under the gold standard in the pre-war period, to the coequal 
status of the sterling and the U.S. dollar in the inter-war years, to the full dominance of the U.S. dollar, which 
was institutionalized under the Bretton Woods system and remained deeply entrenched after the Bretton 
Woods system broke down in 1973 (Eichengreen, 2008). More recently, the advent of the euro and the rise of 
China has spurred discussions on a potential multipolar system, where the U.S. dollar, euro, and the RMB 
would share the role of international currencies (Eichengreen, 2011, 2017; Subramanian, 2011; Prasad and Ye, 
2012). 
 
Recent technological and geopolitical changes may bring faster changes to the IMS. Historically the high 
degree of inertia of the IMS largely reflects the strong network effects and switching costs (Eichengreen, 2008). 
These two factors could be significantly altered by the digital revolution and recent geo-political tensions. 
Digitalization could substantially reduce switching costs, increase currency competition, and promote the 
internationalization of new currencies (Brunnermeier et al, 2019). Similarly, geo-political tensions may break 
down existing payment networks into separate blocs, weaken the incumbent advantage, and facilitate system 
changes.  
 

    
1 The renminbi has been included in the Special Drawing Rights basket since 2015, along with the U.S. dollar, the euro, the 

Japanese yen, and the British pound. 
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Digital money and payment systems will be at the forefront of the potential radical change of the IMS 
(IMF, 2020 and 2022; BIS, 2022). Digital payments have already started to play a dominant role in parts of the 
world, such as Wechat and Alipay in China, or mobile money in Africa (M-Pesa and others). The introduction of 
crypto assets (including the so-called stablecoins) has attracted increased attention from policy makers (IMF, 
2023). Also, central bank digital currencies (CBDCs) could affect both the cross-border payment infrastructure 
and currency configuration (IMF, 2020).  
 
Currently, international payments are mainly conducted via financial intermediaries, such as banks, 
and cross-border financial infrastructures. The Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial 
Telecommunication (Swift) is the leading global messaging platform for cross-border banking transactions and 
has a membership of more than 11,000 institutions in over 200 countries and territories. In addition to Swift, 
China, India, and Russia have also developed their own financial infrastructures for cross-border payments, 
such as CIPS, UPI and SPFS. As of January 2023, the number of participating banks in these alternative 
platforms remains limited, and their market share is very small. With the increasing use of crypto assets in 
cross-border transactions, particularly for remittances, alternative payment providers built on blockchain 
technology have emerged, although the recent decline in crypto asset valuations or the failure of various 
relevant actors have intensified the need for effective policies toward these assets (IMF, 2023).  
 
This paper contributes to the literature by studying the factors that determine a country’s currency 
usage for cross-border payments. By aggregating transaction level data provided by Swift, we examine 
currency usage for cross-border transactions for each country pair and investigate the drivers of currency 
usage across countries and over time. Given the wide coverage of Swift, the transaction data used in our 
analysis covers most of the universe of cross-border payments.   
 
Our findings show that inertia, legal tender status, and political proximity play a major role in 
determining currency usage. In line with the literature, we find a significant degree of inertia in currency 
usage for cross-border payments, reflecting the strong network effects and switching costs. Notably, our results 
show that political proximity can also affect the currency usage, along with geographic proximity, and other 
cultural factors. Finally, we find a relatively large positive effect of the legal tender status, which could boost the 
currency usage significantly. Trade ties or financial linkages do not appear to have a major impact on currency 
choices. 
 
Additionally, we perform several forecasting simulations to better understand the role of these 
variables in shaping the future IMS. Using a twenty-year horizon forecast, we find that relatively minor but 
sustained changes in political distance or legal tender status over the years could elevate the share of 
alternative currencies in selected countries. However, the aggregate effect on the global currency landscape 
does not appear to be substantial as the majority of payment volumes are channeled through large economies, 
mostly advanced, which are not likely to be affected by changes in legal tender status and other variables. 
  
Our paper provides preliminary insights on possible future evolution of the IMS. These results suggest 
that despite recent technological and geo-political trends, a substantially more fragmented international 
monetary system would be unlikely in the near term. The substantial inertia of the system driven by large 
network effects or high switching costs, or the relatively slow-moving geo-political and regulatory changes 
would not contribute to a drastic change in the global payments landscape.  
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Nevertheless, the impact of new technologies remains highly uncertain, and a much more rapid geo-
political evolution than expected could accelerate the transformation of the IMS. A broader introduction 
of crypto-assets as legal tender could weaken the role of fiat money and significantly impact the IMS. At the 
same time, a decisive effort by central banks to digitalize public money, or introduce CBDCs, could also 
facilitate rapid currency configuration changes by reducing switching costs and the degree of inertia in the 
system, though the impact remains highly uncertain. More abrupt geo-political changes could also accelerate 
the fragmentation of the payment system and give rise to new currency blocs. 
 

Data Sources 

Swift Data 
 
Swift was founded in 1973 to provide secure financial messaging services for cross-border payments. 
Today, Swift is used by over 11,000 institutions in more than 200 countries and territories around the world. 
Swift represents the primary communication channel for corporates, financial institutions, and market 
infrastructures to settle international financial payments, securities, foreign exchange transactions, treasury 
operations, and trade flows. 
 
Swift messages are categorized by standardized codes to dispel any ambiguity about the nature of 
financial transactions between institutions. There are nine categories such as customer payments and 
checks, financial institution transfers, treasury markets, and documentary credits and guarantees. Each of 
these categories contains several types of messages. A Swift message starts with an identifier (MT) and is 
followed by a 3- digit number that represents category, group, and type.2 
 
The Swift Watch solution provides access to monthly data going back to 2010. The data is aggregated at 
country level with complete anonymity of individual service users. Each observation contains the Swift 
message code, ordering/sending and beneficiary/receiving countries, the currency of the transaction, and its 
correspondent U.S. dollar value. 
 
This paper constructs two sets of Swift datasets, the transfer dataset and the trade dataset. The transfer 
dataset includes Swift messages with the codes MT 1033 and MT 202 which are defined respectively as “single 
customer credit transfers” and “general financial institutions transfer”.4  In general, these Swift transactions for 
transfers may involve up to four financial institutions: a) the bank of the original ordering entity, which is 
ordering the transfer payment; b) the intermediary bank, which may handle the actual cross-border transfer of 
the funds; c) the receiving intermediary bank, which may receive the funds on behalf of the beneficiary bank; 
and d) the beneficiary bank, which holds the account of the ultimate recipient of the transfer payment. Figure 1 
shows the four financial institutions that could be involved in a Swift transaction with code MT  103, although 
most transactions are either direct or include just one intermediary. 
 

    
2 The MT messaging format will be progressively replaced by the MX format that is compliant with the ISO 20022 standard, which is 

also being adopted in other Payment Market Infrastructures (PMIs). There is also a planned transition in Swift to the Cross-
border Payments and Reporting Plus (CBPR+) specification. 

3 These include MT 103, MT 103+, and MT 103R 
4 Swift Standards MT Guide 2023 
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Figure 1. Swift Messages MT 103 

 
The trade dataset also includes Swift messages with codes MT 400 and MT 700. These are trade-related 
messages defined as “documentary collections” and “standby letters of credit”, respectively. According to the 
Uniform Customs and Practice for Documentary Credits rules established by the International Chamber of 
Commerce (ICC), importers usually obtain a letter of credit from a bank to import merchandise goods against a 
fixed transaction fee and interest. After the letter of credit is obtained, the issuing bank sends an MT 700 
message to the bank of the exporter to indicate the terms of the letter of credit. Against this guarantee, the 
exporter then ships the merchandise goods to the importer and produces the necessary shipping 
documentation representing the title to the goods. The issuing bank then checks the shipping documentation 
against the requirements under the letter of credit before making the payment to the exporter’s bank. The MT 
400 message represents a less common form of trade financing where the shipping/ownership documents are 
transferred to the importer’s bank, which releases them to the importer only once the importer has paid the 
exporter for the imported goods. According to Niepmann and Schmidt-Eisenlohr (2017), documentary 
collections (MT 400 messages) financed 1.8 percent of world trade in 2013, compared with 13 percent of letters 
of credit (MT 700 messages). Figure 2 shows the typical flows and institutions typically involved in a Swift 
transaction with code MT 700. 
 

Figure 2. Swift Messages MT 700 

 
Source: Carton et al, 2020 
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Country-Level Data 
 
We use several country-level databases in our empirical analysis (see Table 1). Gross domestic product, 
inflation and monetary aggregates are obtained from the IMF’s World Economic Outlook (WEO) database. The 
Basel AML index is produced by the Basel Institute of Governance.5  It aims to assess the risk of money 
laundering or terrorist financing and aims to act as a proxy indicator of the quality of financial sector legislation 
in countries, with the assumption that countries with better regulation have higher levels of trade and 
transactions.6 The Financial Development Index is produced by the IMF7 to assess the depth, efficiency, and 
access of financial systems of countries, with the expectation that higher levels of financial development 
increase the level of trade and transactions. The Annual Report on Exchange Arrangements and Exchange 
Restrictions (AREAER) database by the IMF8 provides a control for the types of currency, legal tender status, 
and exchange rate regimes of countries.9   
 
We also include default probabilities at the country level. The probability of default from the National 
University of Singapore Credit Research Initiative10 provides an indicator of credit worthiness of a country’s 
firms with the expectation that countries with lower probabilities of default have higher levels of trade and 
transactions. This is similar to the sovereign ratings variable from S&P Global Ratings with a focus on 
government credit worthiness. 

Data by Pairs of Countries  
 
Variables specified by pairs of countries are detailed in Table 1. They essentially account for various 
factors that impact the level of transactions and trade between pairs of countries and have been often used in 
standard gravity models in the trade literature. The bilateral share of the stock of foreign direct investment and 
portfolio investment is obtained from the IMF’s Coordinated Direct Investment Survey11 (CDIS), and the 
Coordinated Portfolio Investment Survey12 (CPIS), respectively. These provide the annual level of assets and 
liabilities between all country pairs and are used to control for the level of financial transactions between 
country pairs, with the expectation that countries with higher levels of direct investment and portfolio investment 
shares also have higher levels of trade and transactions. 
 
The political proximity indicator is based on the United Nations voting patterns data from the Harvard 
Dataverse.13  It provides the degree of correlation between countries’ voting patterns in the United Nations, 

    
5 https://baselgovernance.org/basel-aml-index  
6 The Basel AML Index is not endorsed by the IMF Executive Board, and it does not assess countries for technical compliance and 

effectiveness against a globally endorsed standard and assessment methodology. The current round of assessments of 
countries’ AML/CFT framework is still ongoing, and complete data covering all countries is not yet available. 

7 https://data.imf.org/fdindex  
8 https://www.elibrary-areaer.imf.org/Pages/Home.aspx  
9 About 5% of the country-year observations have two or more currencies that are legal tender. Some countries also have adopted a 

currency from a third country as legal tender, without being part of a currency union (e.g. Ecuador or El Salvador with the U.S. 
dollar). 

10 https://nuscri.org/en/  
11 https://data.imf.org/cdis  
12 https://data.imf.org/cpis  
13 Voeten, Erik; Strezhnev, Anton; Bailey, Michael, 2009, "United Nations General Assembly Voting Data", Harvard Dataverse, V29, 

https://dataverse.harvard.edu/dataset.xhtml?persistentId=doi:10.7910/DVN/LEJUQZ  

https://baselgovernance.org/basel-aml-index
https://data.imf.org/fdindex
https://www.elibrary-areaer.imf.org/Pages/Home.aspx
https://nuscri.org/en/
https://data.imf.org/cdis
https://data.imf.org/cpis
https://dataverse.harvard.edu/dataset.xhtml?persistentId=doi:10.7910/DVN/LEJUQZ
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and it is used to provide a proxy indicator of political proximity, with the expectation that politically closer 
countries have higher levels of trade and transactions. This is an indicator that has been used for decades by 
political scientists and economists to measure foreign policy preferences (Ball, 1951; Lijphart, 1963; Dreher and 
Jensen, 2007; Alesina and Dollar, 2000; Bailey et al, 2017). Trade data are from the IMF Direction of Trade 
Statistics,14 which measure bilateral goods trade between countries at both quarterly and annual frequency. 
Exports are measured as the value of goods free on board. Imports include the cost of insurance. The value of 
exports and imports is denominated in U.S. dollars using prevailing market exchange rates. 
 
Lastly, we use geographic and cultural indicators by pairs of countries. Geographic and historic indicators 
are obtained from the GeoDist database of the Centre d'Études Prospectives et d'Informations Internationales 
(CEPII)15 and provide further controls with the expectation that countries which have closer cultural or 
geographic relationships experience higher trade and transaction levels. These variables have also been often 
used in standard gravity models in the trade literature. In the annex, we have included some key statistical 
information on these databases. 
 

Table 1. Main Variables and Data Bases Used in Empirical Model 

Variable Source 
Start 
date Frequency Notes Direction of values 

Cross border payments 
through Swift 

Swift 2010 Annual Inflows and outflows, by pairs of countries  

 Bilateral shares of Foreign 
Direct Investment stock 

Coordinated Direct Investment 
Survey 

2001 Annual 
Bilateral levels of assets and 
liabilities/Total level of assets and liabilities 

Pairwise variable 

 Bilateral shares of Portfolio 
Investment stock 

Coordinated Portfolio Investment 
Survey 

2001 Annual 
Bilateral levels of assets and 
liabilities/Total level of assets and liabilities 

Pairwise variable 

 Basel AML Index Basel Institute on Governance 2012 Annual 
Assesses the risk of money laundering and 
terrorist financing (ML/TF) around the 
world 

Higher value indicates a lower 
risk of money laundering 
and terrorist financing 

 Financial Development 
Index 

IMF 1980 
Annual  
(2 year lag) 

Rates countries based on depth, access, 
and efficiency of their financial institutions 
and financial markets 

Higher value indicates a better 
developed financial system 

 Legal Tender Status and 
exchange rate regimes 

AREAER (IMF) 1950 Annual Tracks the exchange rate and trade 
regimes of all countries 

Indicator variables 

 Political Proximity 

Voeten, Erik; Strezhnev, Anton; 
Bailey, Michael, 2009, "United 
Nations General Assembly Voting 
Data" 

1946 Annual 
Voting similarity index: no. of votes where 
both countries agree/Total no. of votes 

Higher values indicates closer 
political proximity 

 Prob of Default NUS-CRI 1993 Daily  Higher value is worse as there 
is a higher prob. of default 

 Sovereign Rating S&P Global Ratings 1981 Annual  Higher value indicates a worse 
sovereign rating 

 Distance between Capitals 
Centre d'Études Prospectives et 
d'Informations 
Internationales (CEPII) 

Fixed Fixed Expressed in kilometers Indicator variable 

 Border Contiguity CEPII Fixed Fixed  Indicator variable 

 Common Official Language CEPII Fixed Fixed  Indicator variable 
 Former Colonial 
Relationship 

CEPII Fixed Fixed  Indicator variable 

 Former Common Country CEPII Fixed Fixed  Indicator variable 

    
14 https://data.imf.org/?sk=9D6028D4-F14A-464C-A2F2-59B2CD424B85  
15 Mayer and Zignago, 2011,  

https://data.imf.org/?sk=9D6028D4-F14A-464C-A2F2-59B2CD424B85
http://www.cepii.fr/CEPII/en/publications/wp/abstract.asp?NoDoc=3877
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Patterns of Currency Usage  
There are more than 150 different currencies in the world, but their usage greatly varies across 
countries. Figure 3 shows the evolution global activity shares for cross-border payments (Swift messages MT 
103 and MT 202) of several major currencies over the years. The U.S. dollar and the euro have been 
consistently the two dominant currencies over the years, with activity shares close to or above 40 percent. The 
RMB has significantly increased its activity share in cross-border payments over the last decade, but its usage 
is still very low, and similar in order of magnitude to the British pound, Japanese yen and other major 
currencies.  
 
Economically larger countries or countries that are more active in cross-border payments tend to use 
more currencies. Figure 4 shows are positive correlation between GDP or cross-border payments and the 
number of currencies used by countries. However, since the usage of the great majority of currencies is very 
limited, most countries’ usage is concentrated on few currencies. Figure 5 shows the distribution of 
concentration ratios of currency usage across countries using the Herfindahl–Hirschman (HHI) index. The 
mode of the distribution is approximately equal to 5,000, which would be equivalent to a country that uses only 
two currencies, each having half of the activity share. The figure also shows that the distribution has slightly 
shifted to the right over the last decade, suggesting a higher concentration in currency usage over the years, 
perhaps driven by the emergence of the RMB and other currencies. 
 

Figure 3. Share of World Currencies Over the Years (Swift Messages MT 103 and MT 202) 
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Figure 4. Number of Currencies Used for Cross-Border Payments 

 
Figure 4a. Number of Currencies vs. GDP 

 
 
 
 

Figure 4b. Number of Currencies vs. Total Cross-Border Payments 
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Figure 5. Distribution of the Concentration of Currency Usage Across Countries (HHI Index) 

 

 
 
Figure 6 shows examples of geographic distribution of currency usage for cross-border payments for 
some major currencies. While the U.S. dollar has a broad dominance, the euro is mainly concentrated in 
Europe, and some parts of Africa. The RMB has gained tractions in parts of Asia, but interestingly, the U.S. 
dollar has a larger presence in China for cross-border payments than the RMB. The Japanese yen is mainly 
present in Japan and Argentina. This large geographic variation in the usage of currencies across countries is a 
major source of data variation used in our empirical model to identify relevant factors of usage. 
 

Figure 6. Cross Country Distribution of Swift Payments (2021) 

                                                          (Currency share in total Swifts payments) 
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Empirical Analysis 
This section conducts empirical analysis to analyze the drivers of currency usage for cross-border 
payments. The main regression specification in our empirical model includes data of shares of each currency 
in cross-border payment flows (sending or receiving), for each pair of countries and currency, and for a given 
year. It is specified as follows:  
 

𝑆𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠,𝑟𝑟,𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡 = 𝛽𝛽1𝑆𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠,𝑟𝑟,𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝛽𝛽2𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝_𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠,𝑟𝑟,𝑡𝑡 + 𝛽𝛽3𝑔𝑔𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝_𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠,𝑟𝑟 + 𝛽𝛽4𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠,𝑡𝑡

+ 𝛽𝛽5𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟,𝑡𝑡 + 𝛽𝛽6𝐹𝐹𝑝𝑝𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑎𝑎𝐹𝐹𝑠𝑠,𝑡𝑡 + 𝛽𝛽7𝐹𝐹𝑝𝑝𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑎𝑎𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟,𝑡𝑡

+ 𝛽𝛽8𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝_𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠,𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡 + 𝛽𝛽9𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝_𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟,𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡 + 𝛽𝛽10𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠,𝑟𝑟,𝑡𝑡 + 𝛽𝛽11𝑋𝑋𝑠𝑠,𝑡𝑡

+ 𝛽𝛽12𝑋𝑋𝑟𝑟,𝑡𝑡 + 𝛽𝛽13𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝐹𝐹𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝_𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐 + 𝛽𝛽14𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎_𝑝𝑝 + 𝜀𝜀𝑠𝑠,𝑟𝑟,𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡 

 
 
(1) 

 
The dependent variable is the share of Swift sent (received) flows in currency c over total flows sent (received) 
from sender (receiving) country s to receiving (sender) country r in year t. The lagged value is included to 
reflect the high degree of inertia in currency usage and is consistent with the literature. We include several 
regressors that vary across pairs of senders and receivers, such as political proximity, geographic proximity, 
the importance of trade relations and financial flows, and others. We also include separate regressors for the 
sender and receiving country, such as an indicator variable with a value of one if the currency c is legal tender 
in the sender or receiving countries, the degree of compliance of each country with AML regulations, and an 
index of financial development. The regression specification (1) may also include interaction effects for each 
currency and relevant variables, which have been omitted for the sake of brevity. Finally, we include additional 
country-level variables, currency fixed effects, and year fixed effects. 
 
Consistent with traditional gravity models in the trade literature, our main hypothesis is that 
geopolitical proximity affects positively cross-border payment flows. This would imply 𝛽𝛽2 > 0 and 𝛽𝛽3 > 0 
in Equation (1). We also hypothesize that legal tender status has a positive effect on usage as the currency is 
acceptable by law as a valid form of payment for debts, charges, and taxes, reducing transaction costs and 
facilitating monetary exchanges within the country and across borders.  
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Table 2. Regression Results, Currency by Currency, Transfer-related Messages (MT 103 and MT 202) 

 
 
We first present in Table 2 the results of separate OLS regressions for each major currency. We 
consider the U.S. dollar (USD), the euro (EUR), the British pound (GBP), the Japanese yen (JPY), the Swiss 
franc (CHF), the Chinese renminbi (RMB) and an aggregation of all other currencies (OTH). Since we estimate 
individual regressions by currency, we do not use currency fixed effects or currency interaction terms. We only 
use sent transfers (messages MT 103 and MT 202) as the explained variable and we omit the results of similar 
regressions for received transfers, which are found to be qualitatively similar.  
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Regression results show that currency usage tends to display significant inertia although there is 
some variation across currencies. The rich set of variables and fixed effects included in the model performs 
quite well in explaining the observed variation in cross-border flows, as shown in the relatively high R2 values. 
The inertia effect is the lowest for the GBP and the highest for other currencies and the RMB, with an estimated 
range between 0.71 and 0.92. For all currencies, inertia has a very high level of statistical significance, and 
thus is a major factor that explains cross-border flows between countries.  
 
The legal tender status is a relevant factor that explains currency usage. The use of a currency that is 
legal tender in the sender or receiving country could increase its market share by up to 29 percentage points. 
The combined legal tender effect in both sender and receiver countries could increase the currency market 
share by up to 30 percentage points. However, there is considerable variation across currencies and the legal 
tender effect is relatively more important for the USD than for the rest of the currencies. 
 
We now turn to geo-political proximity between sender and receiving countries. We find that 
geographical contiguity, having a common official language and having a former colonial relationship generally 
have a positive effect on currency usage, but the effect is relatively small. In some cases, we find unintuitive 
negative relationships, particularly for geographically contiguous country pairs. Higher geographic distance 
between countries also tends to generate a negative effect on currency usage. In the case of political proximity, 
we find a positive and statistically significant effect for the JPY, RMB and other currencies. A one percent 
increase in political proximity could increase the market share of the RMB and other currencies by about 1.8 
and 3 percentage points, respectively. Interestingly, political proximity has a negative effect for USD and EUR, 
perhaps suggesting the substantial use of these currencies in some low-income or emerging countries that may 
not be highly politically aligned with advanced economies. 
 
The effect of anti-money laundering compliance and financial development varies across currencies. 
We find a negative effect on usage for the U.S. dollar and euro and a positive effect for the other currencies. 
This is perhaps explained by the fact that countries with weaker financial development and integrity frameworks 
tend to use dominant reserve currencies that enable easier connection with international markets. 
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Table 3. Regression Results, Pooled Panel of Currencies, Transfers (Messages MT 103 and MT 202) 

 
 

Table 3 shows regression results for all currencies combined, where we include currency interactions 
with the main variables and also currency fixed effects. For the sake of brevity, we only show interaction 
effects for each currency for the main variables of interest. The results are qualitatively similar to the results 
shown in Table 2 and confirm the main findings previously discussed. Legal tender status for both sender and 
receiving countries increases the market share of the currency between 0.8 and 12.3 percentage points, 
depending on the currency. Greater political proximity tends to be a relevant factor for RMB, and the effect is 
the largest for other currencies.16 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    
16 For robustness, we have also considered alternative empirical specifications. Following the empirical literature to analyze market 

shares, we have considered the MNL specification from Nakanishi and Cooper (1982). We have also extended our specification 
with direct and portfolio flows from the CDIS and CPIS databases. In all these cases, we do not generally find results that 
change qualitatively the results previously described.  
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Table 4. Regression Results, Currency by Currency, Trade-related Messages (MT 400 and MT 700) 

 
 

We now turn our focus to trade-related payments (messages MT 400 and MT 700) and apply an identical 
empirical methodology. Table 4 shows the regression estimates for each currency. Overall, results are 
qualitatively similar to those previously discussed, with some differences. Inertia effects are large and have a 
high explanatory power, but they are generally lower in magnitude than in previous regressions. The effect of 
legal tender status is also positive and economically significant, but lower in magnitude compared to previous 
regressions. The effect of political proximity is particularly high for other currencies. Table 5 shows the results 
for the full regression specification (1) that considers all currencies, including currency interactions to main 
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variables, and currency fixed effects. The results are qualitatively similar to the results shown in Table 4 and 
confirm the main findings previously discussed. 
 

Table 5. Regression Results, Pooled Panel of Currencies, Trade-related Messages (Messages MT 400 
and MT 700) 

 
 

To summarize our results, we find that inertia, legal tender status, and geo-political proximity play a 
major role in determining currency usage. In line with the literature, we find a significant level of inertia in 
currency usage for cross-border payments, reflecting the strong network effects and switching costs. 
Consistent with the well-known gravity models in the trade literature, political proximity can greatly affect cross-
border payment flows between countries, along with geographic proximity, and other cultural factors. Finally, 
we find a relatively large positive effect of the legal tender status, which could boost currency usage 
significantly. Trade ties or financial linkages do not appear to have a major impact on currency choices. 
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Hypothetical Simulations 
Using the previous estimates, we perform various counterfactual simulations to get some insights on 
the future market share of some currencies under several hypothetical scenarios. These hypothetical 
simulations are performed by recursively estimating the one-year ahead OLS best prediction over a 20-year 
horizon (2020 to 2040). In the simulation scenarios presented we do not change any of the estimated values of 
the regressions previously discussed, with the exception explained in each simulation.17 
 
In Figure 7, we consider a hypothetical scenario where the RMB becomes legal tender in some Asian 
and African countries over the years. We assume a 3 percent probability that the RMB becomes legal tender 
in Asian and African countries every year.18 Note that this is a highly stylized scenario as in practice some 
countries might adopt a foreign currency de facto (i.e., being widely used as means of exchange and store of 
value), rather than granting legal tender status de jure. We show the effect on the share of payments in RMB 
for China, and the rest of the countries. In order to separate the inertia effect from the legal tender effect, we 
also consider a scenario where only inertia effects apply so we can better identify the incremental effect of the 
legal tender status versus the pure inertia effect. In Figure 7 we also include the average effect for countries 
different from China. Results show that a relatively small but sustained increase in legal tender status in Africa 
and Asia could lead the RMB to reach market share levels above 20 percent in some of these countries. This 
large effect is not observed in China because a very large fraction of China’s cross-border payments is with 
advanced economies such as the U.S., Germany, and Japan, but only a very small fraction of these payments 
is in RMB. Therefore, this scenario affects mainly African and Asian countries, but it does not have a 
substantial impact on the market share of the RMB in China. Although this scenario would imply a relevant 
presence of the RMB in small countries in Africa or Asia, it would not substantially change the relatively small 
presence of the RMB in the global cross-border payments market. 
 
In Figure 8, we estimate the effect of a hypothetical change in the political proximity variable over the 
years.  In Figure 8a and Figure 8c we present a political proximity scenario where each year political proximity 
increases randomly across countries by 5 percent, compared to the previous year.  In Figure 8b and Figure 8d 
we present a hypothetical political fragmentation scenario where political proximity across countries decreases 
randomly by 5 percent. In these two scenarios, the larger effect on other currencies compared to the RMB is 
driven by the greater value of the parameter estimate shown in previous regressions. As previously discussed, 
the effect on flows in China is limited as a majority of China’s cross-border payments are with advanced 
economies such as the U.S., Germany, and Japan, but only a small fraction of these payments is in RMB.  
 
Overall, these results reinforce the importance of inertia effects in the IMS and the relatively slow 
impact of some of the key variables considered. Changes in the legal tender status in countries are usually 
controversial political decisions that are not easy to implement, particularly when they imply the usage of a 
foreign currency. Even if small countries in certain continents decide to adopt a foreign currency, our results 
show that this would not likely change the global currency landscape for cross-border payments. Similar 
conclusions apply to the scenario where changes in political fragmentation or political proximity are considered, 
which tend move relatively slowly over the years. 

    
17 Note that these simple forecasting simulations provide only a first-order empirical approximation as they do not consider which 

currencies are losing market share when the currency of interest increases its market share. 
18 Because of their large size, we assume that India and Japan do not adopt the RMB as legal tender. 
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Figure 7. Dynamic Projection of Market Share Growth for RMB, Changes in Legal Tender Status 

 
 

Note: One observation in this figure represents the simulated market share of the RMB for cross-border payments in 
a given country and year. We assume that there is a 3 percent probability that the RMB becomes legal tender in 
Asian and African countries every year (except for India and Japan). 
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Figure 8. Dynamic Projection of Market Share Growth for OTH and RMB, Changes in Political Proximity 

Figure 8a. Increase in Political Proximity (Other Currencies) 

 

Figure 8b. Decrease in Political Proximity (Other Currencies) 

 

Figure 8c. Increase in Political Proximity (RMB Currency)  

 

Figure 8d. Decrease in Political Proximity (RMB Currency) 

 
 

Note: One observation in this figure represents the market share of the RMB and other currencies for cross-border payments in a given country and year. We 
assume that there is a random increase in political proximity of 5 percent for all countries in every year. 
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The large inertia also reaffirms the potential limitations of exchange rate movements to buffer domestic 
economies from macroeconomic shocks. Consistent with the dominant pricing paradigm (Gopinath et al, 
2020; Adler et al, 2020), large exchange rate movements may be required for rebalancing external positions 
when trade flows are mainly dominated by a third-country currency. The use of supportive macroeconomic 
policies may be justified when large exchange rate fluctuations carry adverse effects (Adler et al, 2020). 
 
These results also have implications for the emergence of digital money. The large inertia effects 
suggests that in the short and medium term a drastic change in the distribution of world currencies or their 
digital successors—the e-Dollar or the e-Euro—would be unlikely. A possible future scenario could imply a 
smooth transition from the U.S. dollar or the euro to a digital version of these currencies, without changing 
drastically their market shares, accompanied by a slow increase of usage of other competing digital currencies, 
which could also experience a higher degree of usage with closer regional and trading partners, or with political 
allies. Also, many of the key variables in our model are usually slowly moving, or completely stationary over the 
sample period. Therefore, we would not expect rapid changes in legal tender status, political distance, or 
financial development in the near future as these variables are also subject to significant inertia, or political and 
regulatory barriers. 
 
Nonetheless, the impact of new technologies remains highly uncertain, and a much more abrupt geo-
political shift could accelerate the transformation of the IMS. A broader introduction of crypto assets as 
legal tender could weaken the role of fiat money and significantly impact the IMS. At the same time, a decisive 
effort of central banks to digitalize public money, or introduce CBDCs, could also facilitate rapid currency 
configuration changes by reducing the cost of switching, though the impact remains highly uncertain. Further 
geo-political tensions could also accelerate the fragmentation of the payment system and give rise to new 
digital currency blocs in a multipolar IMS.  
 

Conclusion  
Using the highly granular Swift cross-border payments database, we investigate regional patterns in 
currency usage for cross-border payments. We empirically estimate the drivers of cross-region variations, 
particularly focusing on legal tender status, geo-political distance, and draw future implications for the IMS.  
 
In line with other aspects of the IMS, such as the configuration of reserve currencies, we find that 
currencies in global payments exhibits a high degree of inertia. While inertia is large for all currencies, we 
still observe some differences across major currencies. At the same time, legal tender status, geographic 
distance, and political distance play an important role in determining variation in currency usage across 
countries. There are, nevertheless, major differences between the U.S. dollar and other currencies. Geographic 
and geopolitical distance would preclude the acceptance of a currency other than the U.S. dollar, but this does 
not apply to the U.S. dollar. Additionally, geographic contiguity, having a common official language, or having a 
prior colonial relationship may have a positive effect on currency usage, but the effect is typically small. Finally, 
trade linkages appear to matter for emerging currencies, while less so for established currencies.  
 
The empirical findings provide useful preliminary insights into the possible scenarios of future 
evolution of the IMS. Our results could help better quantifying the implications of the adoption of a given 
CBDC in multiple countries. The large inertia effects suggests that in the near-term a drastic change in the 
distribution of global currencies or their digital successors—the e-Dollar or the e-Euro—would be unlikely. 
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History has taught us that profound transformations of the IMS have typically been slow. Nevertheless, the 
outlook is highly uncertain and future major geo-political events or a rapid and decisive transition towards 
digitalization could drastically accelerate the transformation of the IMS towards multipolarity. 
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Annex I. Statistics for Main Variables  

Variable Count Mean St. Dev Min P25 P50 P75 Max Notes 

 Basel AML Score 1,280 5.6 1.2 1.8 4.8 5.6 6.5 8.6 

Higher value 
indicates a 
higher risk of 
money laundering 
and terrorist 
financing 

 Distance between 
Capitals (km) 

50,176 8,472  4,705  0.9 4,768 8,081 12,005 19,951  

 Financial  
Development Index 

1,920 0.3 0.2 0 0.1 0.2 0.4 1 

Higher value 
indicates a better 
developed financial 
system 

 Political Proximity 407,616 0.8 0.2 0 0.7 0.9 0.9 1 
Higher value 
indicates greater 
political alignment 

 Prob of Default 1,186 1.0% 1.1% 0% 0.4% 0.7% 1.1% 13.7% 

Higher value is 
worse as there is a 
higher prob. of 
default 

 Sov. Rating 1,496 13.8 8.4 1 8 14 19 33 
Higher value is a 
worse 
sovereign rating 

 Border Contiguity 50,176 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 1 
Most countries do 
not share a border 

 Common Official  
Language 

50,176 0.2 0.4 0 0 0 0 1 
Most countries do 
not share common 
official language 

 Former Colonial  
Relationship 

50,176 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 1 

Most country 
relationships are 
not one of 
colonizer-colony 

  Former Single Country 50,176 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 1 Most countries were 
not previously part 
of the same country 
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